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NM RETA Transmission Study Update Findings
NM RETA commissioned a Transmission Study in 2020 and an update of its findings in 2022. Visit
nmreta.com to learn about the important results by reading the complete Study and the new Update.
• The 2020 Study showed New Mexico has 2,400 megawatts (MW) of renewable energy currently
available, with growth potential to 11,000 MW, but can only transfer 900 MW to surrounding states.
• For New Mexico to capitalize on its enormous renewable generation potential, we must find ways to
transmit it outside of NM.
• While utility-scale storage technology is developing rapidly, the best solution for New Mexico now is
making significant upgrades to our transmission network.
• The most economic approach for customers in New Mexico in the future is to become part of a
Regional Transmission Organization.
• Developers of new transmission know what to build and where to build it. Laws and policies must be
changed to allow this to happen.
• This analysis shows that the simplest way to deliver our renewable energy west is with a new
transmission corridor across New Mexico.
• As the grid is expanded, we need to also focus on our ability to use renewable power in New
Mexico.
• $11 billion of new investment is available to New Mexico if we can upgrade our transmission for
renewables.
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NM RETA was Key to the First
Major Project in NM in 40 Years
NM RETA was created to speed the development of electric transmission projects to harvest New
Mexico’s renewable energy resources.
The Western Spirit Transmission project is a recent example of NM RETA’s ability to bring a new $400
million project to NM. This project:
•
•
•
•
•

consists of 155 miles of 345-kV line
is rated to carry 800 MW from wind farms to the New Mexico grid
will yield $28 million in property taxes to New Mexico counties over its first 40 years
was put into operation in December 2021
generated more than $2 billion in net economic impact

The Western Spirit line makes possible billions of dollars of investment in renewable power projects that
could not otherwise be built, due to limitations of the existing electric transmission grid.
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Clean Energy Goals by State
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There is growing demand for renewable energy across the West. In addition to meeting our statewide
goals, New Mexico renewables are key to meeting the clean energy targets throughout the region.
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Study Findings: An Update Worth Billions to
New Mexico
In the 2020 Study, New Mexico’s extensive wind and solar resources and geographic distribution were
confirmed. New Mexico faces many challenges with its electric transmission grid, in how to interconnect
and utilize its renewable resources. The 2022 Update, which analyzed our transmission paths in more
depth, confirmed the following:
• Built to route power from fossil plants to
population centers, New Mexico’s grid severely
limits renewable electricity delivery to both in-state
and export customers, also greatly constraining the
development of renewable generation within New
Mexico.
• Adding another transmission corridor to connect
New Mexico to the neighboring markets should be
the top priority.
• Changes must be made at the Legislative and
Agency-specific levels in the requirements for
transmission to be built.
• To speed development, construction in existing
rights-of-way can be the best option.

The Economic Impact of New Transmission is
Staggering
The Update projects economic benefits significant for the 900 to 1,300 miles of transmission lines
needed to tap New Mexico’s renewable energy.
• Line construction: $1-2 billion of capital spending to New Mexico and 3,600 jobs.
• Wind and solar plant construction: $8 billion in capital spending and 20,000 jobs.
• Operation and maintenance of lines and plants: 760 permanent jobs, creating $10-20 million a year
in economic activity.
• Overall Economics: $1 billion per year in economic activity, $15 million per year in state and local
tax revenue.
• ROI: Return on investment for developers of 9-to-38%.
Building transmission capacity is key to enabling a renewable energy future.
www.nmreta.com
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RETA Has an Action Plan for New Mexico
The steps below are short-term measures RETA will take in response to the study.
Regarding Partnerships, RETA will:
1. Support existing partners and expand partner relationships. For example, RETA is actively facilitating
a new 4,500 MW path for renewables to the west called SunZia. This more than $2 billion project is
well underway and is expected to be operational in 2025.
2. Develop new partnerships with experienced transmission developers equipped to bring renewable
energy to New Mexican customers and export markets.
3. Prioritize the development of a new renewable energy export hub.
To Streamline the Development Process, RETA will:
4. Work with the key stakeholders in renewable energy to streamline transmission siting and
development. RETA is actively engaged with New Mexico utilities and transmission providers,
renewable energy generating companies, local, state, and federal permitting agencies, tribes,
consumers, military installations, and environmental groups.
To Support the Energy Transition Act and Grid-Scale Storage, RETA will:
5. Continue evaluation of renewable energy delivery to New Mexico customers and implementation of
the Energy Transition Act.
6. Monitor and evaluate the technological advances and implementation of utility-scale storage
facilities in New Mexico. Specifically, convene a workshop on energy storage to bring experts, policy
makers, utility interests and other stakeholders together to develop energy storage policies for New
Mexico.
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The map shows the sad state of power coordination in the West. Through regional involvement, RETA
will:
7. Promote a Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) for Mountain and Western states. Promising
hundreds of millions of dollars of customer savings through the coordinated use of regional
renewables; implementing an RTO is critical to the region.
8. Participate in WestConnect / Southwest Area Transmission planning process to advocate for best-candidate transmission projects that benefit New Mexicans.
9. Engage with state agencies, utilities, and western transmission planning entities to promote progress
towards development of a regional upgraded grid through an RTO or other mechanism.
Learn more about the opportunities and challenges facing New Mexico’s march to a clean energy future
by reading the Transmission Study and Update at nmreta.com.
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For more information, or to see the complete update, visit nmreta.com/nm-reta-transmission-study/
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